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PLAIN SIGHT
Tom McGlynn, Curator

Plain Sight is comprised of a group of contemporary emerging and established artists from New
York City whose individual aesthetics share a generic affect. More specifically, these artists share a
presentational mode that is minimally- determined, in both abstract and figurative ways, yet each
artist’s works are suffused with specific, and not necessarily homogeneous, intents. Plain Sight
hopes to make manifest the un-mediating potential of the generic impulse: the interruption of
the representational conundrum of hyper- mediation (or the over-determined representations of
contemporary image culture) in order to unlock the radically immanent potential of the more plainly
seen.
Recent translations of the French philosopher Francois Laruelle’s work have brought his ideas to
a more prominent place in contemporary aesthetic thought. His Non-Philosophical method and
essays on Non- Photography and Non-Standard Aesthetics are all directed at what he considers a
“non-decisional” threshold in philosophy and art. The implications of Laruelle’s thoughts: his underdetermined and generic basis for considering ontology and aesthetics, has a potentially liberating
effect on category-bound definitions of art such as the dialectical oppositions between abstraction
photo by Mindi K. Bagnall

and representation. This idea of a generic mode of operation (and perhaps a more naturalized way
of experiencing the world as unpredictable, causal phenomena within a normative functionality)
is not limited to Continental theory but is also evident in the thought of such American pragmatic

5

thinkers as Wilfrid Sellars and his idea of “picturing” and the “manifest image” which seem intended

share a spirit of generic aesthetics in their use of underdetermined, found forms. In a related way

as generic substitutions for the ideal and real of Platonic philosophy. Sellars theories, however,

the prints and sculptural works of Aaron Gemmill utilize generic forms yet in a slightly different

vehemently eschew any given ideal relations between thought and the world in the classical

mode. Gemmill seems preoccupied in works such as To live where others pass (Nest I) (2014-15) with

sense of deriving significance from uncovering truths behind illusionistic masks. He empirically

the trace elements of an analog breakdown of digital fabrication. His floor piece, Planned surface

sets up a parallel dimension for the causal and normative functions of language that allows for an

changes (2014-15) is comprised of a scattering of multicolored laser-cut Plexiglas elements which

autonomous reality of each, so that the arguments for illusion and truth and a consensual ethic

has the feel of industrial cast-offs or the otherwise overlooked byproduct of digital computation.

of reasonable communication can be examined for their face value, rather than as metaphysical

His fabricated forms seem to address the concept of the coincidentally “left over”, rather than

givens. To some similar degree Laruelle and Sellars’ theories of the “generic” and the “manifest image”

any intentional distillate of the abstract. Matthew Schrader (with whom Gemmill has previously

reach a point where the dialectic of truth and illusion collapses into a more radically immanent and

collaborated) utilizes industrial materials as a reference to both their pre-fabricated origin and

pragmatically expressive way of picturing and being in the world.

their ultimate use in his works as transcendently empirical studies of phenomenal weights and
measures. Schrader’s Untitled (2015) is comprised of rubber steel and magnets held in a bowed

Plain Sight presents an array of artists naturally working though the non-representational

tension which can be read simultaneously as an elemental animus and a manufactured experiment.

communicative potential of the generic in idiosyncratic ways. My curatorial criteria for the show is

Both Gemmill and Schrader, like the other artists in Plain Sight deploy minimally- determined

not intended to offer yet another formal category of reductive logic to squeeze aesthetics narrowly

form toward a maximization of potential experiences. Carrie Yamaoka’s similarly uses plainly

into or out of, but rather to interrupt the closed circuit of dialectical reason and its reliance on

industrial materials with the intention toward a quiescent phenomenology of form and content.

representational thinking for a more open-ended discussion of contemporary art and aesthetics.

Her works, 40 by 45 (striated) (2011) and 36x20(2006) are, at first approach, monochromatically
mute, yet with interaction yield subtle expressions of under-saturated color and haptic awareness.

Doug Ashford plies the language of generic form and color arrays in conjunction with the socially-

An abstract sense of touch is invited in Yamaoka’s works which translates previously- perceived

charged literal and figurative background of the events of September 11, 2001 in his Next Day

reductive form towards into kind of bio-kinetic realism. The Jacob Kassay works in the exhibition

series(2015) of prints excerpted for the exhibition. His research into Wilhelm Worringer’s ideas

Then By Necessity, (2013) and Less (2014) relate in one sense to the serene, contemplative aspects

in “Abstraction and Empathy” he has expressed in his own words, “If empathy is the stabilizing

of Yamaoka’s works, yet in their indeterminately cut out and monochromatic forms engage one’s

embrace of oneself in another, abstraction is a resolution to experience ourselves in concert

peripheral consciousness in an uncanny fashion. While these works may seem merely incidental

with the instability of the world, unstable, experimental, and provisional.” This intent toward

in their inconclusive form, they are quite persistent in their “mereness” and therefore profoundly,

open- ended inquiry repositions the traditional narrative of abstraction as a reductive, perhaps

physically, present to their abstraction. The artists in the ensemble presented by Sorry Archive (Claire

“purifying” process, into a more complex position of a state of experiential flux which admits life,

Mirocha and Vanessa Thill) each have their own approach to generic affect and plain materiality,

rather than withdraws from it. Joe Fyfe has admitted all kinds of found materials into his practice

but perhaps share a generational impulse to naturalize (or make manifest) material aesthetics

to arrive as such graceful compositions as Canticuere omn, (2010) and Molfetta(2010). Fyfe’s work

as a retrieval of Being from from our highly- mediated and increasingly virtual, contemporary

refutes the reductivist abstraction model for one of an aleatory and inclusive beauty. Ivin Ballen’s

consciousness. Mirocha and Thill have intended Sorry Archive as “…a platform for exhibitions that

work also has its feet planted abstractly in the common in such works as Unfinished Drawings

employs display strategies and rules of engagement from various disciplines, adapting “alter ego”

(2015) and Three Wooden Boards (2014). Ballen’s works differ in process from Fyfe’s in that they are

authors and identities that shift and re-congeal with each new iteration” and their specific choices

synthetically fabricated casts of found materials, rather than barely presented, yet the two artists

for Plain Sight as “… artists (who) manipulate “generic” materials …incorporating the abject humor
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Ashford, Doug , Empathy and Abstraction (Excerpts), Published in conjunction with the exhibition Tradition at Marres, Centre for Contemporary Culture, March 16,
2013 – May 19, 2013 and Grazer Kunstverein, June 7, 2013 – August 11, 2013. p.4
6

2

Claire Mirocha, Vanessa Thill, statement of intent for Sorry Archive and Plain Sight, 2015
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of commodity detritus, rife with narrative and haunted by lived experiences.”2 Everyday materials
figure prominently in these artists works such as Alex Lombard’s Flagpole (2014) and Andrea
Arrubla’s Larga Distancia, (2015) which are made up of a cast off umbrella and long –distance calling
cards respectively. In Case Closed (2015), Libby Rothfeld fabricates what appears to be a sample
display for domestic tiling, placing the formalist grid squarely in the realm of the real. Tai Yin Ho
presents diminutive votary sculptures from plainly- sourced items such as the marble cubes and
packing foam in Construction Reliquary (2013) The artworks assembled by Sorry Archive are laden
with their prior-use value and in this sense their minimal forms express social and political narratives
which inhere to their abstract presentation like gum to a shoe. As plainly quotidian, but in a more
technological sense is the installation of Hasan Elahi, Concordance v7 (2015). Elahi is an artist known
for his practice of obsessive digital documentation of his daily experience, in his way answering
global surveillance culture with his more-localized version of self-surveillance. His video monitor
installation is adjacent to the gallery window (looking out) but also located adjacent the gallery
security camera (looking at) nearby. Who actually owns the basic experience of looking “out” or “at” is
a question Elahi leaves ultimately undecided. In doing so his technology-based work complements
the analog, perhaps humbler, materials in the other works in the show with a kind of virtual humility
which raises the question of the ultimate material connotations of underdetermined and generic
aesthetics.
Perhaps the generic impulse cannot be reduced to mere materiality but can be perceived in the
potential toward an “empirically transcendent” awareness: an active sense of how contemporary
mediated images and their representations are the stuff that dreams are virtually grasped from,
rather than actually made of. The artists in Plain Sight all seem implicitly aware of the struggle to
retain aesthetic grace and beauty in a world of recursive and sometimes nightmarishly dead-end
representations of contemporary experience, yet not to any dogmatic extent. The best response
to an over-determined imaginary might be an under-determined aesthetic pragmatics that
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nevertheless takes into full account the illusion that has become our contemporary “real”.

DOUG ASHFORD has been teaching studio and theory at The Cooper Union in New York
since 1987. His principle artistic production from 1982 to 1996 was the multiform collaborative
practice of Group Material. His current painting installations were shown most recently at
DOCUMENTA 13, Kassel (2012), The Henie Onstad Center, Norway (2013) and Vienna Biennial at
The MAK Center this year. Ashford’s book, Writings and Conversation, (Mousse Publishing), was
published on the occasion of his retrospective exhibition at the Grazer Kunstverein in 2013. His work
is represented by Wilfried Lentz, Rotterdam.
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DOUG ASHFORD
Next Day page A1, 2015
inkjet print on paper
37 x 23 inches
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DOUG ASHFORD
Next Day page A8, 2015
inkjet print on paper
37 x 23 inches
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IVIN BALLEN works in Brooklyn, NY. Recently, Ballen has been featured in exhibitions in
NY at Bannerette, Projekt722, and Blackston Gallery and in Ferndale Michigan at Susanne Hilberry
Gallery. His work has also been reviewed in the Brooklyn Rail, Artforum, Time Out NYC, well as other
publications. He is represented by Susanne Hilberry Gallery. On his work’s intent he has stated, “In
my recent practice a painting functions primarily as an object. One can measure an object’s value by
different standards, such as actual material valuation, functionality, or sentimentality… The objects
and materials that I use are for the most part egalitarian”
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IVIN BALLEN
Three Wooden Boards, 2014
cast paint, fiberglass, epoxy
18 x 18 x 3 inches
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IVIN BALLEN
Unfinished Drawings, 2015
cast paint, fiberglass, epoxy
61 x 48 inches
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HASAN ELAHI is an interdisciplinary artist whose work examines issues of surveillance,
citizenship, migration, transport, and borders and frontiers. His work has been presented in
numerous exhibitions at venues such as SITE Santa Fe, Centre Georges Pompidou, Sundance Film
Festival, Kassel Kulturbahnhof, The Hermitage, and at the Venice Biennale. His awards include grants
from the Creative Capital Foundation, Art Matters Foundation, and a Ford Foundation/Phillip Morris
National Fellowship. In 2010, he was an Alpert/MacDowell Fellow and in 2009, was Resident Faculty
at Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture.
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HASAN ELAHI
Concordance v7, 2015
3-channel site-specific video
Duration: infinite loop
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JOE FYFE was born in 1952 and lives and works in New York. He has shown internationally
throughout the last three decades. A solo exhibition of his work will be on view at Galerie Bernard
Ceysson, Geneva beginning January 14th through March 12th, 2016. Fyfe has written articles
for Artforum, Art in America, Artnet.com, Hyperallergic, and BOMB. He is represented by Galerie
Christian Lethert in Cologne, Germany and Bernard Ceysson, Luxembourg and Geneva.
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JOE FYFE
Mofetta, 2010
felt and gauze
32 x 72 inches
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JOE FYFE
Canticuere omn, 2010
found wood and cotton
99 x 7 x 4 inches approx.
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AARON GEMMILL (b. Birmingham, AL) lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. He holds an MFA
from Milton Avery Graduate School of the Arts at Bard College. His work has been exhibited at P!,
Socrates Sculpture Park, and Carriage Trade in New York, Schnederei Gallery, Vienna, and others.
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AARON GEMMILL
To live where others pass (Nest IV), 2014-2015
litho ink adhesives and plexiglass on cotton paper
44 x 30 inches
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AARON GEMMILL
Planned surface changes, 2014-2015
laser-cut acrylic
dimensions variable
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JACOB KASSAY was born in 1984 in Lewiston, NY and has worked in New York City and in
Los Angeles. His most recent solo exhibitions were in 2015 at Fitzpatrick-Leland House, Los Angeles
and HIJK, Xavier Hufkens, Brussels, Belgium. His work is currently represented by 303 Gallery in New
York City.
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JACOB KASSAY
Then By Necessity, 2013
acrylic on canvas
103 x 411/2 inches
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JACOB KASSAY
Less, 2014
acrylic on canvas
301/4 x 123/4 inches
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MATTHEW SCHRADER (b. Philadelphia, PA) received an MFA in sculpture from the
Milton Avery Graduate School of Arts at Bard college. His work has been exhibited at Ludlow 38, P!,
Cleopatra’s Greenpoint, Silvershed NY, and Botkyrka Konsthall, Sweden. Matthew lives and works in
New York.
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MATTHEW SCHRADER
Untitled
magnetic viewing film, adhesive, galvanized steel and neodymium magnets
14 x 14 x 2 inches
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CARRIE YAMAOKA has exhibited widely in the US and Europe since the 1980s. Most
recently she had a solo exhibition at Lucien Terras in New York in September 2015. Her work is
currently featured in Greater New York 2015 at MoMA/PS1. She is also a founding member of the art
collective fierce pussy. She lives and works in New York City.
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CARRIE YAMAOKA
36 by 20, 2006
reflective mylar, urethane resin and mixed media on wood panel
36 x 20 inches
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SORRY ARCHIVE (VANESSA THILL, CLAIRE MIROCHA) is a platform for exhibitions
that employs display strategies and rules of engagement from various disciplines, adapting “alter
ego” authors and identities that shift and re- congeal with each new iteration.
Reacting to Tom McGlynn’s notion of a non-differentiated aesthetic typical of mass production, Sorry
Archive’s contribution to Plain Sight includes works by Andrea Arrubla, Alex Lombard, Tai Yin Ho, and
Libby Rothfeld. Organizing this show remotely involved a reflection on the University as a site with
its own generic qualities, with the grid as repeating visual motif and conceptual schematic. These
artists manipulate “generic” materials (such as tiles, packaging forms, prepaid calling cards, and
paper fliers), incorporating the abject humor of commodity detritus, rife with narrative and haunted
by lived experiences.
-Vanessa Thill, Claire Mirocha
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SORRY ARCHIVE (Vanessa Thill & Claire Mirocha)
Plain Site Installation, 2015
dimensions variable
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SORRY ARCHIVE (Vanessa Thill & Claire Mirocha)
Plain Site Installation, 2015
dimensions variable

from left to right:

TAI YIN HO
Tender buttons (digitalis rising), 2015
rubber, marble
6 x 6 x 41/2 inches

ANDREA ARRUBLA
NO LE DAS PENA, 2015
beer cartons, copy paper, acrylic
14 x 51/2 x 76 inches

TAI YIN HO
Fine Pile Field, 2013
velvet, marble
14 x 4 x 4 inches

LIBBY ROTHFELD
Rumplestilskin, 2015
cast concrete, tile, found objects
14 x 22 x 32 inches

TAI YIN HO
Construction reliquary, 2013
rubber foam, marble, quartz
71/2 x 8 x 4 inches

ANDREA ARRUBLA
Larga Distancia, 2015
found long distance calling cards on pedestal ramp
341/2 x 211/2 x 5 inches

ALEX LOMBARD
Flag Pole, 2014
found umbrella handle
dimensions variable
LIBBY ROTHFELD
Case Closed, 2015
tile, grout, MDF
28 x 36 inches
ALEX LOMBARD
Handouts, 2015
stapled photocopies, plastic document holders, shelf
25 x 65 x 9 inches
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ANDREA ARRUBLA

is a visual artist and poet in Brooklyn, NY. Arrubla is the Student

Liaison at BHQFU, New York’s freest art school. Her work has been featured in numerous exhibitions
at venues such as New York University’s Gallatin School; Essex Flowers, New York; and has been
featured in print in OSMOS Magazine and The Third Rail.
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ANDREA ARRUBLA
NO LE DAS PENA, 2015
beer cartons, copy paper, acrylic
14 x 51/2 x 76 inches
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ANDREA ARRUBLA
Larga Distancia, 2015
found long distance calling cards on pedestal ramp
341/2 x 211/2 x 5 inches

61

TAI YIN HO’s mixed media work focusses on the topic of value and matter. Made of stone,
mundane catalytic objects, and filler materials, her small sculptural installations use the action of
display to investigate stuff’s physical actuality and inscribed meaning. Each piece presents a revered
value system as a materialized axiology of the commonplace. Ho is based in Brooklyn, NY and holds
degrees from the London School of Economics and NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program.
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from left to right

TAI YIN HO
Fine Pile Field, 2013
velvet, marble
14 x 4 x 4 inches

photo by Sarah Spohn

TAI YIN HO
Tender buttons (digitalis rising), 2015
rubber, marble
6 x 6 x 41/2 inches

TAI YIN HO
Construction reliquary, 2013
rubber foam, marble, quartz
71/2 x 8 x 4 inches
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ALEX LOMBARD is an Arizona born sculptor and printmaker. Lombard holds an MFA
from the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, NY, and has exhibited across New York as well as her Southwest
homeland.
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ALEX LOMBARD
Flag Pole, 2014
found umbrella handle
dimensions variable
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ALEX LOMBARD
Handouts, 2015
stapled photocopies, plastic document holders, shelf
25 x 65 x 9 inches
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LIBBY ROTHFELD was born in 1990 in New Brunswick, New Jersey. She lives and works in
Queens, New York.
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LIBBY ROTHFELD
Case Closed, 2015
tile, grout, MDF
28 x 36 inches
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LIBBY ROTHFELD
Rumplestilskin, 2015
cast concrete, tile, found objects
14 x 22 x 32 inches
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EXHIBITION CHECKLIST
DOUG ASHFORD
Next Day page A1, 2015
inkjet print on paper
37 x 23 inches
Next Day page A2, 2015
inkjet print on paper
37 x 23 inches
Next Day page A8, 2015
inkjet print on paper
37 x 23 inches

IVIN BALLEN
Three Wooden Boards, 2014
cast paint, fiberglass, epoxy
18 x 18 x 3 inches
Unfinished Drawings, 2015
cast paint, fiberglass, epoxy
61 x 48 inches

HASAN ELAHI
Concordance v7, 2015
3-channel site-specific video
Duration: infinite loop
JOE FYFE
Mofetta, 2010
felt and gauze
32 x 72 inches
Untitled, 2013
leather and wood
381/4 x 18 x 18 inches
Canticuere omn, 2010
found wood and cotton
99 x 7 x 4 inches approx.
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AARON GEMMILL
To live where others pass (Nest I), 2014-2015
litho ink adhesives and plexiglass on cotton
paper
44 x 30 inches

Bluffs, 2015
ocean linear rubber window gasket, carbon
transfers, rust and hardware
two elements, 12 x 4 x 4 inches each

To live where others pass (Nest II), 2014-2015
litho ink adhesives and plexiglass on cotton
paper
44 x 30 inches

CARRIE YAMAOKA
40 by 45 (striated), 2011
reflective mylar, urethane resin and mixed media
on wood panel
40 x 45 inches

To live where others pass (Nest IV), 2014-2015
litho ink adhesives and plexiglass on cotton
paper
44 x 30 inches

36 by 20, 2006
reflective mylar, urethane resin and mixed media
on wood panel
36 x 20 inches

Planned surface changes, 2014-2015
laser-cut acrylic
dimensions variable

JACOB KASSAY
Then By Necessity, 2013
acrylic on canvas
103 x 411/2 inches
Less, 2014
acrylic on canvas
301/4 x 123/4 inches

MATTHEW SCHRADER
Untitled, 2015
steel, butyl rubber, neodymium magnets
and hardware
11/2 x72 x 4 inches
Untitled
magnetic viewing film, adhesive, galvanized steel and neodymium magnets
14 x 14 x 2 inches

SORRY ARCHIVE (Vanessa Thill & Claire Mirocha)
Plain Site Installation, 2015
dimensions variable
ANDREA ARRUBLA
Larga Distancia, 2015
found long distance calling cards on pedestal
ramp
341/2 x 211/2 x 5 inches

Fine Pile Field, 2013
velvet, marble
14 x 4 x 4 inches
Construction reliquary, 2013
rubber foam, marble, quartz
71/2 x 8 x 4 inches

ALEX LOMBARD
Handouts, 2015
stapled photocopies, plastic document holders,
shelf
25 x 65 x 9 inches
Flag Pole, 2014
found umbrella handle
dimensions variable

LIBBY ROTHFELD
Case Closed, 2015
tile, grout, MDF
28 x 36 inches
Rumplestilskin, 2015
cast concrete, tile, found objects
14 x 22 x 32 inches

NO LE DAS PENA, 2015
beer cartons, copy paper, acrylic
14 x 51/2 x 76 inches
Macho, 2015
found long distance calling card, velcro
21/8 x 35/8 inches

TAI YIN HO
Tender buttons (digitalis rising), 2015
rubber, marble
6 x 6 x 41/2 inches
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ABOUT THE CURATOR
TOM MCGLYNN

is an artist, writer, and independent curator based in the NYC area. His

work is represented in the permanent collections of the Whitney Museum, The Museum of Modern
Art, and The Cooper- Hewitt National Design Museum of the Smithsonian, among other national
and international institutional collections. He is a contributing writer to The Brooklyn Rail and Big,
Red, and Shiny. He is also the founding director of Beautiful Fields, an organization dedicated to
socially- engaged curatorial projects. A recent project “Memphis Social” was awarded a franchise
grant from the New York -based organization supporting independent curatorial projects, apexart.
He is also currently affiliated with Parsons The New School for Design in NYC as an artist lecturer and
with The New Centre for Research and Practice, an online educational institution based in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

STATEMENT
My projects take into account the role of the artist in the expanded field of interdisciplinary practice
to include socially oriented sculptural installation, abstract painting derived from social semiotics,
and photography that treads the line between quotidian encounter and generic abstraction.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The curator would like to thank Don Desmett, Founding Director of Exhibitions and Mindi Bagnall,
Coordinator of Exhibitions for the Richmond Center for Visual Arts at Western Michigan University,
Amanda Tiller and Jerry Kearns of the NYPOP program at The University of Massachusetts Amherst ,
and the artists and lending galleries for their participation.
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
www.tommcglynnart.com
www.beautifulfields.org
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The New York Professional Outreach Program (NYPOP) was founded at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst, in 1990. For over twenty years, NYPOP
has been making connections that lead to careers in the visual arts. In
that time, more than 1,200 UMass students have traveled nearly 100,000
combined miles to study the profession onsite in New York City.
Founded in 2013, The NYPOP Exhibition Program brings the excitement of New York contemporary art back
to college campuses. Furthering our overarching goal of providing students with insights into what they
could anticipate were they to move to a major art center after graduation, the exhibition series features
emerging curators and artists. By introducing students to young curators and artists already at work in
the city, we stress networking with peers as a crucial element of building a career. The NYPOP exhibitions
bring the New York scene full circle by hosting curators and artists at the Frostic School of Art and the
UMass Amherst campus, among other institutions, for exhibitions, lectures, workshops and studio visits. By
combining visits to the New York experience with campus exhibitions from the current scene, participating
universities will bring career dreams to reality for their students.
For more information about NYPOP, please visit www.umass.edu/nypop

PLAIN SIGHT is published to accompany the exhibition Plain Sight (January - February, 2016,
organized by the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s New York Professional Outreach Program
and Western Michigan University’s James W. & Lois I. Richmond Center for Visual Arts, Gwen
Frostic School of Art, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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